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President’s Corner 
 

Magical Greetings everyone… and Happy New Year! 

 

Many of you know that I used to be the pastor of a small church. Every 

year on our anniversary date, I preached a sermon called, “Characteristics 

of a Good Church” using 1 Thessalonians 1 as my text. I preached it every 

single year. People would ask me, “when are you going to preach on 

something different?” “When we get it right”, was my reply. 

 

Well, I‟m repeating my new year‟s resolutions from last year… until I get 

it right! Feel free to adopt or adapt any or all of these for yourself! 

 

My Magical 2017 : : : I resolve to... 

 Spend the first 3 months perusing ALL my magic books and noting 

items that catch my attention 

  Spend the last 9 months revisiting that list and seeing what I can 

develop, incorporate, and use 

  Routine 6 sets of 3 close up tricks so I can "do magic" at the drop of 

a hat (no pun intended). I do "parlor", "stand-up", or "nightclub" 

magic currently. 

  Double the number of shows I did in 2016  

  Catalog ALL my tricks: what do I actually have? 

  Buy NO new tricks just because it looks cool, or I'm curious. If it 

won't work in my act, I'm not going to buy it (unless I go to a 

conference or magic shop, of course) 

  Rewatch all my magic videos and see what I can develop, 

incorporate, and use 



  Develop and hone the skill of creating "mystery"; ie, where people 

feel magic is really taking place. 

 Clean and organize my “magic closet” (and keep it that way!) 

 

What are your magical resolutions? 

 

Club News 
 
Remember: your 2017 Club dues are due by the end of January. Rate is 

unchanged @  

Single: $25 

Couple: $30 

Family: $35 
 
With a new year comes a (somewhat) new board of directors for the club. 

All running unopposed, the following members are stepping up and 

stepping into the following positions as of our January meeting: 

President: John Russell 

Vice President: Mark O‟Brien 

Secretary: Joaquin Ayala 

Treasurer: Scott Mitchell 

Sergeant-At-Arms: Bill Brang 

 

Our January meeting also will feature Money Magic! If you have any 

spare currency or coins, bring them along and let‟s magish! We‟ve 

reserved Senate Coney Island in Livonia through April. Let‟s continue to 

support their generous hospitality by coming as early as 6pm to eat, with 

our meeting starting at 7pm. 

 

Michigan Magic Day 2017 is being hosted by the Grand Rapids Magic 

Club, and is set for Saturday May 20th with a pre-party on Friday May 21st. 

That‟s all the information we have at the moment… 

 



Definition of Insanity: Doing the same thing in the same way and 

expecting different results. That said, what will you do different this year 

with your magic?  

 

John Russell. President 

 

 

 

Secretary’s Report 

 
I hope Santa was good to everyone ….. 

 

 
 



December brought our long awaited Christmas gathering, which included 

a holiday show full of good cheer and a fun filled, action packed White 

Elephant Magic Trick Gift Exchange. Jim Folkl opened the program with 

a demonstration of two bewildering dissolving knot routines straight out of 

the pages of the Tarbell  Course In Magic. He closed his act presenting  

Abbott‟s classic “Good Shot” routine employing an imaginary snowball  

to hit the target, revealing a top hat, rabbit, two flowers and a sign wishing 

everyone a heartfelt “Merry Christmas. Dr. Joaquin Ayala followed with 

a charming Polar Express themed story centered around a sleigh bell that 

did not ring until the magic of Christmas was invoked. It was a very  

 innovative routine filled with the spirit of the season. Jim Ruth  

displayed a small Christmas stocking and somehow (?) magically  

produced  a santa silk from within.  Bill Brang offered the classic Hippty 

Hop Rabbits effect with a Christmas theme. Santa and his elf “Erving” 

mysteriously kept changing places until, with audience prodding, turned 

both around to display a large Christmas tree on their backs! President 

John Russell closed the show with the Chinese Sticks decorated as candy  

canes, a die box routine using a solid block of Santa‟s gold and Frosty‟s 

top hat, a torn and restored paper effect using gift wrapping  and a photo 

of Rudolph whose nose would mysteriously blink red on command. The 

evening concluded with a very energized white elephant gift exchange. 

Everyone left with an early Christmas gift, magical gems to make us   

stars!  

 

\ 
                      Magicial Gifts                 Pam Smith & Don Osterwind  

 
“Experience is something you don’t get until just after you need it“ 



 
      Jim Folkl                             Dr. Joaquin Ayala 

 
“To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism, to steal from many is research” 

 

  
                          Jim Ruth                                     Bill Brang 

 
“Success always occurs in private and failure in full view” 

 

 
John Russell 

 
“If you must choose between two evils, pick the one you’ve never tried before” 



 
                       Bob Goodwin                              Dan Jones 

 
Borrow money from pessimists – they don’t expect it back” 

 

 
                       Randy Smith                          Marvin Mathena 

 
“99% of lawyers give the rest a bad name” 

 

 
Scott Mitchell 

 

For a complete listing of magic events in Michigan, visit John Luka’s site 

http://www.johnlukamagic.com/mi/events.html 

http://www.johnlukamagic.com/mi/events.html


 

 
A card is selected, placed back in the deck, which is shuffled by the victim, and placed into a plexiglass houlette with a 
perspex rod running through it. The rod is flicked out and the deck falls the rest of the way into the houlette. One card 
remains above the deck. Of course it’s the chosen card.  
Rare. The only plastic effect sold by this King of aluminum, brass and copper magical products.  

? Can you name the effect and the manufacturer? 
Answers at the end of the Messenger 

Well, this is my last submittal as club secretary. It’s been a great experience 
and I hope you had some fun reading the newsletters. Thanks to the two 
boards on which I served, the membership for tolerating my corney  jokes and 
in particular to Randy Smith for making my transition into the position 
painless (9relatively) and for his continued support as club photographer. 
  
Dr. Joaquin Ayala will be taking over secretarial duties 1 Jan. 2017. 
Judging from his superb book reviews, I know he will do an exceptional job. 
Wishing everyone a healthy and prosperous new year and will see you in 
2017.   
 
Jim 

 
Ex Libris by Joaquin Ayala, PhD. 

 

Hello folks and welcome to the Ex Libris article for January 2017 - Happy 

New Year! Another year has come and gone, so too has another holiday 

season. We all know that along with that holiday season comes the 

exchange of a necessary evil: money. More often it is vanishing from our 



pockets and reappearing in the purses of others, usually a business or some 

sort of vendor in exchange for goods or services. That leads me to the first 

book for 2017, Expert Coin Magic by David Roth, illustrated by Richard 

Kaufman. 

 

Anyone that has been studying, reading about or performing magic for any 

length of time probably knows the name of David Roth. He is a New 

York native that is regarded as one of the best coin magicians in the 

history of magic and he was even called a „master coin magician‟ by none 

other than “The Professor”Dai Vernon – now that is some accolade! 

David Roth has influenced the magic world in many different ways but his 

major contributions involve the Edge GripTechnique, the Persistence of 

Vision Vanish (also called the Retention of Vision/Retention Pass), The 

Shuttle Pass and his own original Chinese Coin Assembly. He is also very 

well known amongst coin magicians for his work on Okito Box magic, 

perhaps even more than anything else he does. 

 

His handling and teaching of these techniques has been very influential 

and caused many other expert coin handlers to explore the use of them in 

great detail. His Chinese Coin Assembly was the first published coin 

assembly using only the bare hands and many great variations have been 

published since then, most notably the Shadow Coins by Michael Ammar 

and No Extras by Dean Dill. With all of his prowess, technical and 

performing skill and contributions to coin magic, many people are 

shocked to hear that David is also a very skilled card technician and loves 

card magic – possibly even more than coin magic! 

 

As for the book itself, it does indeed contain all of the aforementioned 

items in it. It is a 370-page hardcover book published in 1985 by D. 

Robbins & Co. It is very aptly titled but it may be a bit misleading – 

while it is not necessarily aimed at beginners, one could argue that the 

necessary sleights and techniques are described at the beginning of this 

book with such great attention to detail that one could easily, after learning 



them well, learn the effects given later in the book without needing to look 

elsewhere for details. 

 

One effect in particular that David Roth is quite well known for, perhaps 

as much for its cleanliness in handling as for its ease of execution, is the 

Shell Coins Across, which is given in this book along with his other 

famous effect, The Hanging Coins. Other classic effects such as Tenkai 

Pennies,Winged Silver, the John Ramsay Cylinder and Coins, 

Copper/Silver and Wild Coin are included among many other effects as 

well, all given the unique Roth treatment. 

 

The entire middle section of the book is dedicated entirely to his work on 

theOkito Box and its variations such as the Boston Box, theSokito Box 

(sometimes called a Plug Box) and the Nokito Box. This is widely 

regarded as both the largest selection of and most complete instruction on 

Okito Box work in all of magic literature, and certainly nothing of its 

equal has appeared in print before or since this book was published. 

 

There are also sections of this book that detail what I call “Coin Acts” – 

these are mini routines each containing multiple individual effects. To 

name a few examples: The Tuning Fork is a routine that uses a tuning 

fork to manipulate the sound of the coins as you cause them to physically 

vanish from your hand, and the sound appears in a glass before the coins! 

The Micrometer uses a micrometer to relate the size of a coin, which 

visibly and visually changes size multiple times. The Table is another 

Roth favorite using a dollhouse-sized coffee table to do a Coins through 

Table, and at the end, the miniature table actually penetrates the tabletop 

for an eye-popping finale! 

 

Along with the J.B. Bobo book Modern Coin Magic, this book is 

considered a must-have for all serious coin workers. Even if you do not 

perform the effects exactly as detailed, the instruction is indeed expertly 

written and once you practice the basic techniques, you will have in your 

arsenal all you will ever need for a lifetime. 



 

That is all for this month folks – I am looking forward to a great year and 

to sharing lots of magic with all of you. - JMA 

 

Very Magically Yours, 

Dr. Joaquin M. Ayala de Cedoz, PhD. 

Club Librarian 
 

“PLOP UP / JOHN SYNDER – ORIGINAL RINGS & THINGS” 

  

“Support our local brick & mortar magic shops! 

 

ABC Magic Shop 

69 N Walnut St, /Mount Clemens, MI 48043 

(586) 790-3700 

http://abcmagicshop.com/ 

 

Wunderground Magic, Inc. 

Phone: (248) 280-5925 

Email: paul@wundergroundmagicshop.com 

Mail: 16 S. Main St., Clawson, MI 48017 

Web:  http://www.wundergroundmagicshop.com/ 
 

AAMC POCs* 

President:      John Russell /john@johnrussellmagic.com 

VP:                Mark O’Brien / mpobmagic@gmail.com 

Secretary:      Jim Folkl / folkinimagic@yahoo.com 

Treasurer:      Dan Jones /dmjones0701@yahoo.com 

Sgt At Arms: Scott Mitchell /  vonbodan@gmail.com 

Librarian:       Dr. Joaquin Ayala / chefayala99@gmail.com 

Historian:       Mark O’Brien / mpobmagic@gmail.com 

Webmaster:    Karl Rabe / krabe@.net. 

Website:                             http://www.aamagic.org/    

  

http://abcmagicshop.com/
http://www.wundergroundmagicshop.com/
mailto:john@johnrussellmagic.com
mailto:mpobmagic@gmail.com
mailto:folkinimagic@yahoo.com
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I would also like to thank Jim Folkl and Dan Jones for their 

contributions to the club by serving on the board for several 

years. We appreciate you both! 

 

*Check out our Facebook Page “Ann Arbor Magic Club” 

 

*Have a question / suggestion / comment / contribution?    

                                    Contact us! 

 

*Bring a guest to a meeting!   Perform!   Join a Committee!  

 

*The Ann Arbor Magic Club meets the second Wednesday of  

  the month, at the Senate Coney   Island Restaurant,34359  

  Plymouth Rd, Livonia, MI 48150-500.   

 

*Meetings start at 7pm. 


